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0 of 0 review helpful Three Stars By fd Required reading a little thick in places but OK 0 of 0 review helpful Five 
Stars By Reesah23 So so dense but very helpful and informative Outlines all theoretical frameworks in archaeology 
and their theorists 5 of 6 review helpful Nothing better out there yet unreadible for students In its original edition 
Bruce Trigger s book was the first ever to examine the history of archaeological thought from medieval times to the 
present in world wide perspective Now in this new edition he both updates the original work and introduces new 
archaeological perspectives and concerns At once stimulating and even handed it places the development of 
archaeological thought and theory throughout within a broad social and intellectual framework The successive bu A 
History of Archaeological Thought is humbling and overwhelming in its command of ideas and evidence and the 
lucidity of its prose This book would be the largest jewel in the crown of any scholar s career that Trigger published 
two vast works within three 
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